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PHONONIC



CONTRIBUTION / ROLE

Design Strategy
Product Branding
Product Naming
Information Architecture
UX / UI
Supporting Illustration
Product Marketing Materials 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Mellonaid needed UX Creative 
Director-level thinking and 
implementation to launch their 
new client's disruptive technology 
in the medical and pharmaceutical 
markets. With no resources on their 
creative team to spare, I took the 
work on and collaborated with the 
Phononic engineering team to name their 
refrigeration technology and app—and 
create a UI that would help users visually 
interpret and control their crucial data. 

Designing for their SilverPoint 24/7 remote 
software included audible and visual 
alerts of temperatures, door ajar and other 
system events, data log readings and 
reports. 

With sole responsibility from the agency 
for consistency across all touchpoints: 
UX, UI design, product naming, marketing 
materials, tradeshow exhibits, packaging, 
and various other brand materials. 

CLIENT

Phononic

MARKET

B2B

AGENCY

Mellonaid

___________________________________

FULL CASE STUDY AT

petriecreative.com/phononic







THE BUILDCOIN FOUNDATION



CLIENT

The BuildCoin Foundation

MARKET

Blockchain B2B

AGENCY

Petrie Creative

CONTRIBUTION / ROLE

UX Creative Strategy  
Visual Design Strategy 
Corporate Identity 
Brand Messaging
Website UI  
Iconography & Infographics
Investor Pitch materials

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

My absolute favorite projects are brands 
that bring innnovation and disruption to 
their market. They are often willing to 
take the risks needed with their brand 
to claim a stake in the industry.

Working with a marketing consultant 
out of Washington, D.C., he and I took 
on this blockchain company with 
the goal of reversing the negative 
stigma attached with these types 
of cryptocurrency companies. By 
positioning them as a serious global 
banking institution instead of focusing 
on the tech aspect of the company, we 
were able to infuse the seriousness and 
trust the BuildCoin Foundation's brand 
needed to gain early adopters. 

Visual stategies included the use of 
traditional serif typography, empathetic 
imagery, clean infographics, and a 
muted color palette. As a result, they 
were able to secure international 
feasibility projects with the San Paolo 
government and with other global 
players.

___________________________________

FULL CASE STUDY AT

petriecreative.com/portfolio/buildcoin-foundation











CLIENT

ViiMed

MARKET

Healthcare B2B

AGENCY

Petrie Creative

CONTRIBUTION / ROLE

Competitive Audit 
UX Creative Strategy 
Visual Design Strategy 
Corporate Identity 
Graphic Standards 
Brand Messaging / Copywriting
Website UI  
Iconography & Infographics
Marketing Materials

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

ViiMed recognized that the loss in their 
marketshare had a lot to do with the lack 
of a solid brand platform and customer 
experience. Being an innovative startup with 
game-changing technology wasn’t enough to 
compete in an oversaturated, exponentially 
growing healthcare techonology marketplace.
They were at a pivotal point in the lifecycle of 
their digital company — innovate or fade. 

Analyzing over 15 of their direct competitors on: 
color palette, photography style, marketing lead-
generation devices, brand messaging, tone of 
voice, visual language, and UI / way-finding — it 
became clear where (and how) they needed to 
move forward to gain stakeholders. 

I delivered a competitive overview with recom-
mendations on positioning, brand strategies, 
changes in tone of voice, and integrations into 
their mobile SaaS. An extensive UI and marketing 
brand guide was developed as a blueprint for 
future growth.
 

___________________________________

FULL CASE STUDY AT

petriecreative.com/portfolio/viimed









INMOTION NOW



CLIENT

InMotion Now

MARKET

B2C

AGENCY

Walk West

CONTRIBUTION / ROLE

Creative Strategy
Visual Design Strategy 
Brand Refresh 
Brand Messaging
Website UI  
Visual Design
Illustration

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

With a UX creative team in flux 
Walk West needed hands-on 
Creative Director-level thinking and 
implementation for InMotion Now's 
website UX re-design and re-engineering 
of their SaaS product.

Based on marketing research, a technical 
audit, brand audit, competitive research, 
content evaluation and visual positioning 
research, I developed a new UX strategy 
for content flow, UI streamlining, tone 
of voice / messaging, and a stronger 
visual brand. This overall new blueprint 
that carried over from their website into 
product UI and marketing materials. 

This included strategy for a personalized 
/ dynamic navigation for content 
generation that caters to the user's 
needs, meaningful branded illustration 
('keep the ball rolling'), updated color 
palettes and typography to distinguish 
them from competition, 'conversational' 
messaging that creates narrative, and 
'in-context' photography of the product 
with users.

___________________________________

FULL CASE STUDY AT

petriecreative.com/portfolio/inmotion-now





Show me, don’t tell me.
Only 8% of visitors read the content. Start a Conversation. 

Look for opportunities to impress their creative and ROI mindsets. Corrolate the 

features directly with the visual of the software itself. 

Personas 

Appear to be addressing the conversation at a one-on-one interaction to each 

persona. Avoid over selling and marketing-speak. Create a narrative, and 

show users that you are a ‘friend’ or peer giving good, solid advice.

Core Website Strategies

Digestible tidbits of tailored content, 
not an online brochure.
Show the product in action and give small animated sequences as teasers, and use 

the ‘sign up’ for a reward other than  learning about the product.

Data capture that doesn’t look like
a form or signup.
We are playing our own game here. The audience sees through any attempt 

of marketing-speak and data capture/ conversion points. 

Utilize gradual engagement and benefit buttons (ie. what it will do for them) 

instead of hasty jumps to ’sign up’ lingo. Focus on human factor decision 

making:  love, money, acceptance and free time as behavior incentives.

Conversation & Personalization, 
not an online brochure.
As a niche market audience, use tailored content that helps ‘build itself’ depending 

on the user’s site behaviors, signup info, and Facebook profile (preferred way to get 

in dept profile info)…

Customization  (phase 1)   vs. Personalization  (later phases)

Customization is the visitor’s conscious 
decision to alert the user experience. The visitor 
deliberately chooses between options designed 
to make the user experience more personal.

Personalization is making predictions
and automatically altering the user 
experience based on big data. The visitor
is automatically shown personalized pages 
based on anticipated needs / wants.
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- Project Builder Templates 
- Comprehensive Resource Allocation
- Enable clients to share related assets

A Better Way to Kick-off Projects
Eliminate ambiguous project launch once and for all.

Product          Teams         Raving Fans          Resources         Blog

Pricing     Support     Login       

About      
Careers
News & Events
(Social Media Links)

WebDAM

Google Drive

Box

Dropbox

ShareDrive

Cloud Hosted

Secure

Keep Projects in Motion
One Place to Review & Approve Creative Work

- Automated Proof Routing
- Quicker feedback gathering with Feedback Manager
- Versioning Control
- Simple, intuitive markup tools
- Feedback and sign-off audit trails for accountability

Everyone on your team can has one place to post, review, markup and approve creative 
work on mobile or desktop — even your clients and vendors.

Where is my project? Where is my content? Did I get an 
approval/ sign-off? No more guessing, Task management is 
actually easy, even when deadlines shift.

Never again ask ‘What’s the status?’
Track Progress in Real-Time

- Automated Notifications
- Personalized Workspaces
- Due and overdue notifications
- Resource allocation tracking

It’s All in One Central Place

One Easy Hub for all Your Creative Assets 
You can finally ditch hunting through your email and FTP attachments and utilize 
Enterprise DAM Integration with unlimited files from WebDAM, Google Drive, Dropbox, 
Box, and ShareDrive

Keep Projects in Motion
One Place to Review & Approve Creative Work

- Automated Proof Routing
- Quicker feedback gathering with Feedback Manager
- Versioning Control
- Simple, intuitive markup tools
- Feedback and sign-off audit trails for accountability

Everyone on your team can has one place to post, review, markup and approve creative 
work on mobile or desktop — even your clients and vendors.

Stat Stat Stat

Request a Walk-Through  >

See how it works 
for yourself (Use Case)

Markup a Proof Yourself 

Want to see it live in person?  Let us show you the details.

( Testimonial about the process itself )

View the InMotionNow
workflow through
the eyes of 

Creative 
Teams   >

Marketing
Teams   >

Project 
Managers
              >

A Better Way to Kick-off Projects
Eliminate ambiguous project launches.

One Easy Hub for All Your Creative Assets 
Finally ditch hunting through your email.

Never again ask ‘What’s the status?’
Track Progress in Real-Time

Keep Projects in Motion
One Place to Review & Approve Creative Work

Learn from the Numbers and Get More Done
Powerful Reporting and Productivity Measuring

Show Me In Person
Request a Walk-Through of InMotionNow

Onboarding Without Downtime
Because you don’t have time to spare

A Better Way to Kick-off Projects
Eliminate ambiguous project launches.

One Easy Hub for All Your Creative Assets 
Finally ditch hunting through your email.

Never again ask ‘What’s the status?’
Track Progress in Real-Time

Keep Projects in Motion
One Place to Review & Approve Creative Work

Learn from the Numbers and Get More Done
Powerful Reporting and Productivity Measuring

Show Me In Person
Request a Walk-Through of InMotionNow

Onboarding Without Downtime
Because you don’t have time to spare

A Better Way to Kick-off Projects
Eliminate ambiguous project launches.

One Easy Hub for All Your Creative Assets 
Finally ditch hunting through your email.

Never again ask ‘What’s the status?’
Track Progress in Real-Time

Keep Projects in Motion
One Place to Review & Approve Creative Work

Learn from the Numbers and Get More Done
Powerful Reporting and Productivity Measuring

Show Me In Person
Request a Walk-Through of InMotionNow

Onboarding Without Downtime
Because you don’t have time to spare

A Better Way to Kick-off Projects
Eliminate ambiguous project launches.

One Easy Hub for All Your Creative Assets 
Finally ditch hunting through your email.

Never again ask ‘What’s the status?’
Track Progress in Real-Time

Keep Projects in Motion
One Place to Review & Approve Creative Work

Learn from the Numbers and Get More Done
Powerful Reporting and Productivity Measuring

Show Me In Person
Request a Walk-Through of InMotionNow

Onboarding Without Downtime
Because you don’t have time to spare

A Better Way to Kick-off Projects
Eliminate ambiguous project launches.

One Easy Hub for All Your Creative Assets 
Finally ditch hunting through your email.

Never again ask ‘What’s the status?’
Track Progress in Real-Time

Keep Projects in Motion
One Place to Review & Approve Creative Work

Learn from the Numbers and Get More Done
Powerful Reporting and Productivity Measuring

Show Me In Person
Request a Walk-Through of InMotionNow

Onboarding Without Downtime
Because you don’t have time to spare

A Better Way to Kick-off Projects
Eliminate ambiguous project launches.

One Easy Hub for All Your Creative Assets 
Finally ditch hunting through your email.

Never again ask ‘What’s the status?’
Track Progress in Real-Time

Keep Projects in Motion
One Place to Review & Approve Creative Work

Learn from the Numbers and Get More Done
Powerful Reporting and Productivity Measuring

Show Me In Person
Request a Walk-Through of InMotionNow

Onboarding Without Downtime
Because you don’t have time to spare

A Better Way to Kick-off Projects
Eliminate ambiguous project launches.

One Easy Hub for All Your Creative Assets 
Finally ditch hunting through your email.

Never again ask ‘What’s the status?’
Track Progress in Real-Time

Keep Projects in Motion
One Place to Review & Approve Creative Work

Learn from the Numbers and Get More Done
Powerful Reporting and Productivity Measuring

Show Me In Person
Request a Walk-Through of InMotionNow

Onboarding Without Downtime
Because you don’t have time to spare

The Easiest Onboarding You’ll Ever Have
We know you don’t have time to learn
another workflow solution.
We get that. Downtime is a killer and means lost clients, lost 
revenue. We help you on-board, and don’t just support you, but 
follow-up regularly — even 3 months after install.

Why InMotionNow?

One Single Workspace for 
your Whole Team
Automate Your Creative Workflow
When everyone is on the same page at the same time, it is 
amazing what you can create…Create job requests, manage 
projects and files, get feedback, and manage review and 
approvals in one single place.

Why InMotionNow?

One Single Workspace for 
your Whole Team
Automate Your Creative Workflow
When everyone is on the same page at the same time, it is 
amazing what you can create…Create job requests, manage 
projects and files, get feedback, and manage review and 
approvals in one single place.



FAYETTEVILLE TECH



CLIENT

Fayetteville Tech

MARKET

B2C
Higher Education 

AGENCY

Walk West

CONTRIBUTION / ROLE

UX Creative Strategy
Visual Design Strategy 
Brand Messaging
Art Direction 
Team Mentorship

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

With a new junior creative team, 
Walk West asked for my Creative 
Direction and mentorship to help 
them rebrand the user experience 
for Fayetteville Tech online. 

After a competitive audit on the 
brand and development of a creative 
strategy brief based on insight from 
their internal marketing team as 
well as my own research, I working 
closely mentoring their UX / UI 
designers on visually differentation 
and incorporating a Kano UX 
Strategy. 

With an open-minded internal team 
on the client side, we were able to 
bring a very unique experience to a 
traditional technical college. 

___________________________________
CREATIVE STRATEGY PDF AT

petriecreative.com/tools/case_studies/FTCC_
Creative_Strategy.pdf












